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Igy: Polish 

Weight of CVC can be Determined 
by Context 

Bruce Hayes 
U ni versi ty of California, Los Angeles 

1 Introduction 

The contrast of heavy vs. light syllables is central to the phonology of many 
languages. Typologically, we observe two patterns. In Latin and other 
languages, both long-voweled (CVV) and closed (CVC) syllables count as 
heavy, with CV syllables light. In Cahuilla (Seiler 1977) and various other 
languages, only CVV is heavy, with both CVC and CV light. 

Moraic theory (Hyman 1985, McCarthy and Prince 1986, Hayes 1989, 
Ito 1989, Zec 1988) adapts and formalizes the traditional notion of mora to 
account for this. Heavy syllables in Latin contain two moras (formalized 
I Itl below), light syllables one: 

(1) Latin: ev Light; evc, CVV, evvc Heavy 

(j (j (j (j 

1\ 1\ 1\ 
tL IttL tLtL tLf-b 
II II I II/ 11/\ 

t a vs. tat t a tat 

([taD ([tat]) ([ta:]) ([ta:t]) 

In a language like Cahuilla, the structures are the same, except that CVC 
is assigned only one mora: 

(2) Cahuilla: CV, CVC Light; CVV, evvc Heavy 

ft 
II 
t a 

I 
tL 

11\ 
tat 

([taD ([tat]) 

vs. 

1\ 1\ 
tLtL tLtL 
II/ 11/\ 
ta tat 

([ta:]) ([ta:t]) 
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For rules that can create these structures in various languages, see Hayes 
(1989). 

This article addresses a possibility inherent within moraic theory: that 
the representation for eve can differ by context within a single language. 
By this I mean that there can be language-specific rules of the form: "Assign 
second mora to eve in context X" or "Remove second mora from evc in 
context Y." Such a move has been suggested by I{ager (1989) for English; 
Kager's view is that certain stressless eve syllables in English and Dutch 
are light. This results phonetically in vowel reduction and (at least for 
English) in the formation of syllabic resonants. 

Letting eve vary in weight by context of course increases the expres
sive power (and thus lessens the predictive power) of phonological theory. 
I suggest that this is compensated for in two ways: it provides increased 
insight into prosodic phenomena in various languages, and it allows signif
icant restrictions to be placed on the metrical theory of stress. 

I propose that while heavy and light evc mayan occasion form a de
rived contrast, they never contrast in underlying representation. In this 
respect, syllable weight resembles syllable division: while a language may 
syllabify (for example) IVplV I as IVp.lV I in some morphological or phono
logical contexts and as IV.pIV I in others (cf. English uplift vs. apply), there 
appear to be no cases of underlying IVp.lV I r-v IV.pIV I contrasts. 

While moraic theory provides a straightforward way of describing the 
distinction of heavy vs. light evc, it is not the only means of doing so; the 
theory of syllable constituency proposed by Levin (1985) and similar work 
could easily be modified in the same direction. This could be done, for 
example, by placing weight-bearing coda consonants in the syllable nucleus 
and weightless consonants outside it (cf. Anderson 1984). 

2 Metrical Preliminaries 

I assume here a theory of foot structure developed by Hayes (1985, 1987) 
and McCarthy and Prince (1986) and presented more fully in Hayes (forth
coming). The central idea is that the "atollls" of metrical representation, 
that is, the basic templates for metrical feet, form a very small set: namely 
moraic trochees, syllabic trochees, and iambs, defined as follows. In the 
diagrams below, Iv I stands for a light syllable, I-I for a heavy. 
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(3) a. Moraic Trochee: 
two light syllables, first strong: (x .) 

or one strong heavy: (x) 

b. Syllabic Trochee: 
two syllables of any weight, first strong: (x .) 

uu 

c. Iamb: 
two syllables with first light and second strong: (. x) 

v U 

or one strong heavy: (x) 

63 

This seemingly arbitrary set of templates has a basis in an extralinguistic 
principle, stated below: 

(4) Iambic/Trochaic Law 

1. Elements contrasting in intensity naturally form groupings 
with initial prominence. 

11. Elements contrasting in duration naturally form groupings 
with final prominence. 

This principle has widespread effects in rhythmic phenomena, for example, 
perceptual experiments, music and metrics (for discussion see Hayes, forth
coming). The foot templates of (3) are the ones that most clearly satisfy 
the Iambic/Trochaic Law, while also allowing most syllables in any given 
string to be parsed into feet. 

The inventory of (3) lacks foot templates of the shortest possible type, 
that is, / v / in languages that refer to syllable weight and / u / in languages 
where stress is computed solely by syllable count. The role, if any, that such 
"degenerate" feet should play in metrical theory is a difficult question (for 
discussion, see Kager 1989 and Hayes, .forthcoming). For present purposes, 
we need only assume that languages tend to avoid creating such degenerate 
feet, and indeed appear to avoid them entirely in certain contexts. 

The ban on degenerate feet allows us to make more sense of the rather 
disparate-seeming recipe for the iamb: the canonical form of the iamb is 
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Iv "':"1; also allowed is anything shorter, but not degenerate. The Iambicj 
Trochaic Law is most clearly applicable to the canonical form. 

From McCarthy and Prince (1986), Prince (1991) and other work, I 
assume that foot construction is not just a mode of assigning stress, but an 
organizing principle of the phonology. For example, in various languages 
the phonological rules appear to have a conspiratorial effect in creating 
optimal foot structure, for example, by "repairing" feet that have been 
damaged by segmental rules, or by converting a foot from sUboptimum to 
optimum form. The latter phenomenon is found in iambic feet: conversion 
of a I v ~ I iamb to the canonical / v ...:.. I shape optimizes it. 

With this background, I can now consider three examples of variable
weight CVC. 

3 Cahuilla 

Cahuilla, a U to-Aztecan language of Southern California, has been investi
gated in detail in the work of Seiler (1957, 1965, 1977). Stress in Cahuilla 
is normally stem-initial, with trains of alternating secondary stresses go
ing outward from the main stress in either direction. The alternation is 
"quantity-sensitive," in that heavy syllables attract stress and reset the 
alternating count for strings of light syllables. 

Two expository simplifications are adopted here. First, I ignore the 
cases of stress on prefixes, which are straightforward and do not affect the 
point at issue. Second, I allow here the creati<?n of degenerate feet of the 
form I~ / on final syllables when only one syllable is left over in the left-to
right parse. In fact, there are reasons both theoretical and empirical not 
to do this (Hayes, forthcoming), but the issue is not relevant to present. 
concerns. 

With these simplifications assumed, here are the Cahuilla stress rules: 

(5) Cahuilla Stress 

a. Fornl moraic trochees (cf. (3)) from left to right. 
b. Form a higher metrical layer assigning main stress 

to the leftmost foot. 

Since moraic trochees refer to syllable weight, we must define the heavy 
syllable: in Cahuilla this is normally CVV( C), where VV is a long vowel 
or diphthong. Consider the forms below. In (6a), the two moraic trochees 
that are constructed are both of the form / ~ v /; whereas in (6 b ), left-to-right 
foot parsing creates first /...:.. /, then I ~ v /. In either case, the leftmost foot 
attracts main stress through construction of a higher "word layer." 
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(6) a. (x . )(x .) b. (x) (x . ) foot construction 
v v v v - v v 

taka licem qa:nklcem 

(x ) (x ) word layer 
(x .)(x .) (x )(x .) construction 

v v v v - v v 

taka llcem qa:nklcem 

'one-eyed ones' 'palo verde, plur.' (Seiler 1977:27) 

It is easy to show that in ordinary circumstances, eve counts as a light 
syllable. For example, if cve were heavy, the word taxmul at 'song' (Seiler 
1965:57) would be counted as j- v v j and be stressed * taxmul at. The 
observed stressing follows if taxmu1 at is j v v v /. 

The phenomenon of interest to this article is a morphological process of 
"intensification" (Seiler 1977:58), which applies to stems beginning CVCV 
or eveev. In either case, the second C receives greater length, transcribed 
by Seiler with consonant doubling. 

(7) a. cexiwen 'it is clear' b. welnet 
cexxlwen 'it is very clear' wellnet 

'mean one' 
'very mean one' 

Note that cixxiwen is stressed like qa:nkicem, suggesting that it is quanti
tatively /- v v /. Noting this, Seiler (1977:58) characterizes the lengthening 
as a prosodic (as opposed to purely segmental) phenomenon: "as an in
variant we find that the initial syllable receives an extra mora, thus a total 
value of two morae. As a consequence, the second vowel of the sequence 
will bear secondary stress." The crucial point is that Intensification is a 
weight-changing phenomenon; it is this that results in shifts in secondary 
stress. (This also argues against the view that Intensification is somehow 
extraphonological or paralinguistic.) 

Moraic theory provides a straightforward formalization of Seiler's sug
gestion. I express Intensification as the insertion of an additional mora into 
the stem-initial syllable. Where the amplified syllable already contains a fi
nal consonant, it is this consonant that receives the mora (cf. (8b)). Where 
there is no final consonant, the inserted mora is linked to. the onset of the 
following syllable, as in (8a). 
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(8) a. ()" ()" ()" b. ()" ()" input form, 

I syllabification 

J-L J-L J-L J-L J-L (without 

II II 11\ 11\ 11\ Intensification, 
ce xi wen wei net ---+ cexiwen, 

weinet) 

()" ()" ()" ()" ()" Intensification 

1\ /\ 
J-LJL J-L J-L J-LJL J-L 

II '. II 11\ II: 11\ 
c e xi wen wei net 

The stress pattern of intensified forms follows straightforwardly from 
the syllable weights that have been assigned, shown in (9). 

(9) a. (x ) b. (x ) stress assignment 
(x ) (x .) (x ) (x ) 

()" ()" ()" ()" ()" (== cexxiwen, wellnet) 

1\ 1\ 
J-L J-L Jl J-L J-LJl J-L 

II \ II 1/\ III 11\ 
ce xi wen weI net 

That is, cexxiwen is stressed as I-v v I, while wellnet is stressed like ordinary 
1- v I words. 

Two loose ends must be cleared up. First, I state in (10) the principles 
that link up the inserted moras in the right places. 

(10) Stray Mora Association (Cahuilla) 

Stray moras associate with 
(a) non-moraic syllable-final consonants, if present; else 
(b) the onset of the following syllable. 

I will not speculate on to what extent such principles can be made universal. 
A cautionary fact in this respect is that the lin kings appear to vary across 
dialects of Cahuilla. The rules stated above hold for the Desert dialect 
described by Seiler; in contrast, in the Mountain dialect, intensification 
takes the form of vowel lengthening. For example, the intensified forms 
analogous to those of (7) are ce:xiwe and we:inet (data from Pamela Munro 
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(p.c.), to whom many thanks). It appears that in Mountain Cahuilla, the 
inserted mora is always linked to the vowel. 

The other issue concerns the phonetic interpretation of the output forms 
in (9)-are we entitled to transcribe the moraic /1/ of (9b) as [11], despite 
the fact that it is only singly linked? The suggestion here is that linkage of a 
segment to its own mora implies greater phonetic length. This is intuitively 
plausible, since the mora is a timing unit, and a consonant without its own 
mora must share with the preceding vovvel. 

Summing up, Cahuilla shows a fairly clear derived contrast between 
heavy and light CVC syllables. In particular, the regular vs. intensive 
forms of welnet form a minimal pair in this respect, as in (11). 

(11) a. b. 

1\ 
f-L J-L == [vvelnet] f-Lf-L f-L == [wellnet] 

11\ /1\ /11 /1\ 
weI net weI net 

The evidence for contextually weighted eve in Cahuilla is twofold: the 
extra mora induces an audibly distinct durational pattern, and the heavy 
cve syllables behave just like heavy CVV for purposes of stress assignment. 

4 Latin 

As I have analyzed it (Hayes 1987, forthcoming), the normal metrical foot 
of Latin is the moraic trochee, that is, /.; v / or I~ I. This foot is assigned 
at the right edge of the stress domain, after an earlier rule that marks 
final syllables as extrametrical (in the sense of Hayes 1982). This gives 
the typical pattern of antepenultimate stress vvhere the penult is light and 
penultimate stress where the penult is heavy. The data below are from 
Allen 1973:155). Angle brackets surround extrametrical syllables. 

(12) a. (x .) b. (x) 
- v v <_> v - <-> 

ko:nfiki unt pe per ki: 

c. (x) d. (x) 
- <-> - - v <-> 

ini mi: kus eksi:sti rno: 

This proposal in fact follovvs a very early foot- based analysis of Allen 
(1973:177), a work from which much of the follovving account is taken. 
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A curious corner of the Latin stress system is the treatment of words 
that had the quantitative shape / v - /. In the terminology of Hayes (forth
coming), these exhibit the "unstressable word syndrome." That is, the 
final syllable is extrametrical and cannot be stressed, and the preceding 
light syllable is too short to constitute a well-formed foot. In general, lan
guages appear to adopt a wide variety of strategies to resolve "unstressable 
words." The strategies that Latin uses are the following. (a) Revoke extra
metricality, so that the final heavy syllable can serve as a foot, as in (13a). l

It is likely that this option was taken in Latin when a / v - / word occupied >. 

phrase-final position (Allen 1973:186-188). (b) A process of "incorporation" -I 
a?liesh w~e.reb~ the fi~l Ii ~ynab~e i(l~~e a weak member of a foot I 
w ose ea IS t e prece lng Ig t, as In . 1 

(13) a. Revocation of Extrametricality 
(x) 

v <_> 
e go: -+ ego: -+ ego: 

b. Incorporation 
(x) (x .) 

v <_> v <_> 
e go: -+ e go: -+ ego: 

The incorporation strategy creates feet that, although outside the permitted 
forms for moraic trochees, are at least not degenerate. It is the incorpora
tion strategy that I will focus on here. 

The output of incorporation was often subsequently "repaired" by the 
application of an optional segmental rule. This is the so-called "Iambic 
Shortening" of the early Classical period (Allen 1973:179-185), which had 
precisely the effect of converting /.; - / words into /..; v /, a canonical moraic 
trochee. For example, ego: '1' became ego, with the /..; v / output pattern; 
similarly bene:, duo: became bene, duo. I express the rule in moraic terms 
in (14a), with an exanlple of its application in (14b). 

(14) a. Latin Iambic Shortening b. (x . ) (x . ) 
(J (J (J (J 

(x .) (x .) 1 1\ -+ 

(J(J -+ (J(J /-L /-L /-L /-L /-L 
I 1\ I I I /1/ I /\ 

/-L/-L/-L /-L/-L ego ego 

1. 
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Note that words whose feet were already canonical did not undergo short
ening. 

(15) a. (x) b. (x) c. (x.) 

am <bo:> Ion <ge:> simu <la:> 

ICVCV:I was not the only possible segmental configuration that would 
give rise to Iv -I quantity in Latin; the same would be expected of ICVCVCj. 
What is of interest here is evidence suggesting that Iambic Shortening ap
plied to these words as well. This of course cannot be detected in the 
orthographic record, but is supported by evidence from Latin metrics. 

Latin verse was quantitative, in that a well-formed line consisted of a 
particular sequence of heavy and light syllables. From verse of the period, 
it can be determined that CVC syllables in the Iambic Shortening environ
ment were frequently scanned as light, as in the following cases from Allen 
(1973:182-183). 

(16) a. 
liter wostr6:rum 

b. metrical scansion 
dedit d6:no: verse text 

In fact, such scansions follow from the analysis as stated so far, virtually 
without alteration. Ialnbic Shortening would remove the second mora from 
the final syllable of a CVCVC word, as in (17b). I assume further that 
a consonant stranded in this \vay is reaffiliated within its own syllable, as 
shown in (17c). 

(17) a. (x .) b. (x .) c. (x .) 
(J (J (j (j (J (J 

1\ ---7 ---7 

J-L J-LIL J-L J-L J-L J-L 

I 1/1 1 II I II'" 
ute r uter ute r 

I conclude that Latin had surface mininlal pairs for the weight of CVC. 
CVC not affected by Ialnbic Shortening was heavy, whereas CVC to which 
the rule had applied was light. Latin being dead, we cannot know what 
phonetic correlates this weight distinction had, but from the analogy of 
living languages (English, Dutch, and Cahuilla, above; and Yupik, below) 
we can surmise that light CVC was phonetically shorter. 
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5 Yupik 

The prosodic systems found in the Yupik Eskimo languages have attracted 
a great deal of interest from metrical phonologists, thanks to the absorbing 
descriptions and analyses published by Woodbury (1981, 1987), Jacobson 
(1985), Miyaoka (1985), Leer (1985), and other scholars of Yupik. Here, I 
only skim over a small part of the topic, focusing on the evidence for light 
vs. heavy CVC. The reader may find these claims integrated into a fuller 
analysis in Hayes, forthcoming. 

To a very rough approximation, it may be said that most Yupik lan
guages stress all heavy syllables, and every even numbered member of a 
string of light syllables, counting from left to right. This is a rather com
mon type of stress pattern (for numerous parallels see Hayes, forthcoming, 
Chap. 6). Formally, I treat the pattern as the result of parsing the word 
from left to right into iambs (cf .. (3c)). This analysis will be illustrated 
below. 

The criterion of syllable weight used in Yupik is unusual, and varies 
acr.oss dialects. In the Norton Sound dialect of Central Alaskan Yupik, I 
assume that word-initial CVC is heavy, whereas elsewhere CVC is light. In 
terms of the proposal here, we would say that CVC syllables are syllabi
fied as bimoraic initially, monomoraic elsewhere. CVV is heavy across the 
board. 

Given this, the stress pattern of many words follows straightforwardly, 
as in the following exam pIe. 

(18) a. J-L J-L J-L J-L J-L 

au yaX pa ka 

b. (x )(. x) 
J-LJ-L J-L I-L J-L 
au yaX pa ka 

syllabification (initial CVC heavy) 
'my big boat' (Krauss 1985:21) 

construction of iambs from left to right 

That is, since /~ / and / v ~ / are legal iambs (and / ~ / is not), we get stress 
on the first and third syllables. 

The output form in (18b) is in fact not a surface form. A rule that is 
found throughout Yupik lengthens vowels when they occur in the stressed 
position of a disyllabic foot. I state this rule as in (19). 
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(19) Iambic Lengthening: (. x) 

I 1\ 
~-+J-L/ J-Ltl-

Iambic Lengthening completes the derivation of (18), as shown in (20). 

(20) (x ) (. x ) Iambic Lengthening 

tlJ-L J-L tlJ-L tl 
aU yax pa: ka 

Iambic Lengthening is of interest as an example of a segmental rule that 
enforces canonical foot structure: the / v ...:.-/ feet that result from it obey 
the Iambic/Trochaic Law. 

The syllable quantity pattern of Norton Sound Yupik is a simple exam
ple of the quantity of cve varying by position, that is, heavy 'initially vs. 
light non-initially. In fact, it is not a fully convincing example, since one 
might just as well add a special rule that stresses initial CVC rather than 
weighting it (cf. Woodbury 1987:695). Further examples, perhaps more 
persuasive, follow. 

Some background will be needed: all of the Yupik languages have Iambic 
Lengthening, and all have a pervasive phonemic vowel length contrast, 
found in both initial and non-initial syllables. It can be noted from ex
amples like (21) below that vowel length is often involved in minimal pairs, 
which realize crucial grammatical contrasts. One wonders, then, what the 
effect of a length neutralization rule like Iambic Lengthening would be on 
the intelligibility of utterances. A priori, it would be expected to wipe out 
crucial contrasts when a short vowel in even position contrasts with a long 
voweL 

In fact, such neutralizations are almost always avoided. The various 
dialects all show some means of keeping underlying /V: / distinct from 
iambically-Iengthened (V:]. For example, older speakers of Siberian Yupik 
(Krauss 1975) lengthen underlying /V:/ to [V::] (an overlong vowel) when
ever it occurs on the right side of a foot. This maintains the distinction: the 
underlying distinction /V / vs. /V:/ is realized phonetically either as [\1:] 
vs. [\1::] or as [V] vs. [\1:], depending on the odd-even count established 
by foot structure. 

In Central Alaskan Yupik, a rather different solution to the neutral
ization problem is taken, namely: (a) the syllable preceding the underlying 
long vowel is given a stress; and (b) where this syllable is underlyingly light, 
it is made heavy by gemination of the following consonant. I will refer to 
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this process as "Pre-Long Strengthening." Examples of it (from Jacobson 
1985:30-31) are given below. 

(21) a. j qayapixkanij ~ qayapixkani 
~ qaya:pixka:ni 

'his own future authentic kayak' 

b. j qayapixka:nij ~ qaya:pixka:ni 
'in his( another's) future authentic kayak' 

c. j qayanij ~ qaya:ni 
'his own kayak' 

d. j qaya:nij ~ qayya:ni 
'in his (another's) kayak' 

The boldface syllables precede an underlying long vowel in (21b,d), and so 
undergo Pre-Long Strengthening. Examples (21a,c) are given for contrast; 
the boldface syllables do not precede an underlying long vowel and thus 
surface unchanged. 

To formalize Pre-Long Strengthening, we must consider two problems. 
First, it can be shown that Pre-Long Strengthening cannot apply before 
stress assignment. The reason is that it respects the same left-to-right al
ternating count that governs the stress rule. In (22) the boldface syllable 
is an even-numbered member of a light-syllable string. It does not un
dergo Pre-Long Strengthening (which would yield *maq{kka:txun); rather, 
it undergoes Iambic Lengthening instead. 

(22) 
(. x)(x ) 

J.L J-i J-i J-i J-i 
ma qi ~:t xun 

(. x) (x ) 
J-i J-i J-i J-i J-i J-i 

ma qf: ka:t xun 

'with their (other's) 
future steambath material' 
Jacobson (1985:37) 

In contrast, for the examples of (21b,d), the boldface syllable is an odd
numbered member of a light-syllable string, and it undergoes Pre-Long 
Strengthening. 

Since Pre-Long Strengthening makes use of the same left-to-right alter
nating count of light syllables as the stress rule, it would make sense to or
der Pre-Long Strengthening after stress. But this seems problematic, since 
Pre-Long Strengthening itself is stress-assigning, as was seen in (21b,d). 
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A second difficulty with Pre-Long Strengthening is its apparently het
erogeneous structural change: it adds both a stress and, where necessary, 
gemination. Given the general goal of constraining the class of possible 
phonological rules, it would seem unfortunate to adopt a rule that includes 
two separate structural changes. 

The currently standard approach in treating these two problems is one 
developed in work by Leer (1985), Woodbury (1987), Weeda (1989, 1990), 
and Halle (1990). These analyses differ in various important respects, but 
deal with the Pre-Long Strengthening problem in a similar way. The basic 
idea is to implement a new type of iambic foot for Yupik, whose possible 
structures are outlined in (23). 

(x) (. x) (x) (. x) 
b. Impossible: * v -(23) a. Possible feet: 

Because Iv ~ / is not a foot, a Iv -I sequence encountered in a parse is made 
into two feet instead of one, as in (24b) (note that I~ I feet are allowed). 
This gives the stressing effect of Pre-Long Strengthening. Where a CV 
syllable is made into a foot by this process, it is then bulked by a later rule 
to I-I, as shown in (24c). 

(24)a. b. c. 
(x) (x) (x) (x) 

qa ya:ni Foot Parsing qa ya:ni Bulking of CV qayya:nl 

This ingenious account solves the ordering paradox noted above, since 
the effects of Pre-Long Strengthening emerge from the stress rule itself. 
Moreover, we need not posit that a single rule can do two separate things, 
since the bulking of stressed CV syllables is done by a separate rule. 

Nonetheless, there are serious objections to this account. First, it re
quires use of a foot construction algorithm «23)) that plays no role in other 
languages, as far as I am aware. This means that the general theory of foot 
structure must be weakened solely to cover the Yupik facts. Second, un
der this theory it is puzzling that the segmental phonology (Le., Iambic 
Lengthening, (19)), should conspire to create precisely the I v ~ I feet that 
the basic foot inventory excludes, as in (25). 

(25) (. x) (. x) 

qayani qaya:ni == (21c) 
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Moreover, the / ~ / feet, which are assumed to be well-formed at the underly
ing level, all get repaired; because of the rule of Syllable Bulking illustrated 
in (24c), none of them actually reach the surface. 

Summing up, the standard analysis has negative implications for the 
theory of foot typology (or at least for the one advocated here) and requires 
us to suppose that the basic metrical system and the segmental system work 
at cross-purposes. 

The alternative account of Pre-Long Strengthening I argue for here is 
based on two ingredients. First, I assume as before that eve may vary in 
its weight according to context. Second, I assume (cf. Hayes forthcoming, 
Myers 1991) that in some languages foot construction is "persistent," in 
the sense that the parsing algorithm continually reapplies to insure well
formedness whenever syllable count or quantities are altered by segmental 
rules. 

In the proposed analysis, I assume that Yupik uses the same iambs 
found in many other languages of the world (cf. (3c)); in particular, /v~/ is 
allowed as an iambic foot. Pre-Long Strengthening is construed as affecting 
syllable weight, rather than metrical structure. In particular, whenever a 
syllable precedes a long vowel within the same foot, it is made heavy by 
the addition of a mora. 

(26) Pre-Long Strengthening 

( . x ) 
a- a-

I'· . 1\ 
~ -+ Ji I Ji JiJi -

II 
[-cons] 

This is illustrated in the derivations in (27). 
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(27) ( . x) (. x ) h. ( . x ) Foot 
0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' Construction 

I I I f\ I I f\ I 
J.L J.L J.L J.LJ.L J.L Jl J.LJ.L J.L 

A 11 It\ AI A !1 N A 
qa ya pix ka: n i qa ya: ni 

( . x) (. x ) ( . x ) Pre-Long 
cr cr cr cr cr cr cr 0' Strengthening 

I I ~ f\1 ~ !\ I 
J.L J.L J.L1l J.L J.L J.L JlJ.L J.L 

A J1 A\ III ~ 11 IV A 
qa ya pix ka: ni qa ya: ni 

The algorithm for filling a stray mora is similar to that stated for Cahuilla 
above: stray moras associate with (a) non-moraic syllable final consonants, 
if present; else (b) stressed vowels (this is needed for Iambic Lengthening); 
else (c) the onset of the following syllable. Provision (a) applies to (28a) 
below, provision (c) to (28b). 

(28) 
( . x) ( . x ) b. ( . x ) Stray Mora 

0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' 0' Association 

I I 1\ f\ I f\ f\ I 
Jl Jl J.LJ.L J.LJ.L J.L Jlfl flfl fl 

11 A M IV A 11 \/V Ii 
qa ya pix ka: ni qa ya: ni 

Pre-Long Strengthening creates ill-formed feet of the shape j- ~ J. Since 
these are disallowed as possible iambs, and since footing is hypothesized to 
be persistent, the j- -j sequence is reparsed as two j-j feet. 
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(29) 

a. ( . x) ( x ) ( x ) b. ( x ) ( x ) 
a a a a a a a a 

I I f\ f\ I f\ f\ I 
Jl Jl JlJl Jl Jl Jl Jl Jl Jl Jl Jl 

1111111 N 11 II "N II 
qa ya pix k a: n 1 q a y a: n i 

It is this reparsing that gives rise to the stressing effects of Pre-Long 
Strengthening; stressing is not part of the rule itself. 

The final outcomes are then determined by Iambic Lengthening. 

(30) 

a. ( . x ) ( x ) ( x ) b. Iambic Lengthening 
a 0- 0- 0- 0-

I 1\ f\ 1\ I 
Jl Jlll Jl Jl. Jl Jl. Jl 

/l/V /11 /V/j 
q a y a pIX k a: n 1 

[qaya:pixka:ni] [qayya:ni] output 

Note that this analysis crucially depends on the distinction between 
heavy and light CVC. For example, the second syllable of (20) and the thi.rd 
syllable of (30a) are light and heavy respectively, though both are CVC. In 
fact, this claim appears to be supported by phonetic evidence. Woodbury 
(1981:46) observes that for the Chevak dialect, the coda consonant of the 
CVC syllables that I have analyzed as bimoraic is phonetically longer; and 
Woodbury (p.c.) notes that this pattern in fact holds for the rest of Alaskan 
Yupik. Note .that the phonetic facts agree with those of Cahuilla, where 
coda consonants are likewise phonetically longer when they bear their: own 
mora. 

The distinction between mora-bearing and mora-sharing coda conso
nants has other phonetic consequences as well. In particular, Woodbury 
(1981:46-49) observes that when a continuant consonant is in the coda and 
(in my terms) has its own mora, it is realized as extra strident; for example, 
Iy / with its own mora is realized as [:6]. 
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Note finally that heavy CVC syllables derive from other sources as well, 
for instance, from the rule illustrated under (18) that creates heavy initial 
CVC, or indeed from Iambic Lengthening. 

(31) (. x) (. x) (. x ) (. x ) 
J-t J-t J-t J-t J-t ~ J-t J.LJ.L J-t J-t J-L J-t 

qa yaX pag yux tuq qa yaX pag yux tuq 
'he wants to get a big kayak' (Jacobson 1985:30) 

Given my formulation of Iambic Lengthening in (19), it is predicted to apply 
to eve syllables as well, producing the characteristic phonetic outcomes 
for heavy CVC. 

To sum up this section: I have taken a new approach to the problem of 
Pre-Long Strengthening in Yupik, suggesting that it is basically a quantita
tive rather than a metrical process, with additional stress effects attributed 
to persistent footing. The benefits of doing this are as follows. First, we can 
assume that the iambic feet of Yupik are just like those found in the rest 
of the world's iambic systems. Second, under the new analysis, segmental 
phonology respects foot structure; indeed, through Iambic Lengthening the 
segmental rules enforce canonical (/ v ~ /) iambic form. 

6 Conclusion 

The argument made here for variable weight in eve syllables is based 
on three things. First, variable weight is audible, with straightforward 
durational correlates in living languages. Second, variable CVC weight lets 
us make sense of phonological patterns that would otherwise seem puzzling. 
Third, variable cve provides alternative analyses for cases which would 
otherwise require weakening of metrical stress theory. 
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